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1 What is a coral reef?
Coral reefs are among the most beautiful places to be
found anywhere in the world. If we visit a coral reef using
a face mask or looking through a glass-bottomed boat, we
see a strange and wonderful garden. Corals of different
shapes and colors grow in this garden. Some look like
rocks; others have bushy branches that sway in the
current.
Large reef corals form masses of stony rock. They
create food and shelter for other living creatures. Many
kinds of small plants and animals live on, around and
within these coral boulders. Hundreds of colorful fish swim
among the corals and hide in their shadows. Together, all
these forms of life make up the coral reef.
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2 What are corals?
Each coral is built from the joined skeletons of tiny
animals called 'polyps'. Some polyps form their skeletons
from a chemical called 'calcium carbonate'. This is the
same white substance that forms bones, sea shells, chalk
and our own teeth. We call these the 'hard corals' or 'stony
corals' because their skeletons form hard, stony masses.
Hard corals are named for the way they look. Can you
identify pillar coral, elk-horn coral, and brain coral?
Most coral polyps are smaller than a pea. Their soft
bodies look like tiny sacks with tentacles surrounding a
mouth at the top. Each polyp is joined to its neighbor by
its skeleton and an outer skin. A layer of slippery mucus
protects the skin and helps some polyps catch food.
Polyps use their tentacles to capture small bits of
food that drift by. Special stinging cells in their tentacles
paralyze the prey. Then the tentacles pass it to the polyp's
mouth.
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3 How do corals grow?
A single polyp builds a cup-shaped skeleton around its soft
.body. Gradually it multiplies into a colony as new polyps
grow from its sides. In most corals, new polyps bud off
from older polyps, much as branches grow on a tree.
Young and old polyps grow side by side, always remaining
at the surface of the colony. As they grow, they build new
skeleton cups on top of old, leaving behind an increasing
mass of empty skeleton. This is coral rock.
If we cut a coral in half, we see skeleton growth lines
showing how the polyps grew and multiplied. The living
surface of a hard coral can be green, pink, yellow or even
blue. But the coral rock inside is white because only the
living polyps have color.

8

4 How do new reefs form?
From time to time polyps produce eggs and sperm. These
join to form a baby coral animal that drifts in the sea. If
the baby finds a clean, hard surface it attaches itself and
turns into a polyp. The polyp grows and multiplies. In this
way, corals spread from one place to another.
Dead coral rock provides a hard surface where coral
babies can settle, but many other creatures settle there
too. Often plants and sponges cover the surface before
new polyps can attach. Often plants grow over young
polyps and smother them. Reef animals like sea urchins,
parrotfish, chitons and limpets graze the plants and
sponges, making room for new corals to settle and grow.
Most corals grow about ½ inch per year, so it takes
hundreds of years for a coral reef to develop. Without the
help of animals that feed on fast-growing plants, a reef
could never develop.
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5 Where are coral reefs
found?
Coral reefs grow in seas with warm, clear and fairly
shallow water. Such waters are most often found on the
eastern shores of continents, around small islands, and in
open tropical seas.
Reef-building corals need these conditions because
there are tiny, single-celled plants living within the polyps.
Without these tiny plants corals do not grow well and
cannot make enough skeleton to build reefs. The plants
need sunlight, so the water must be clear and shallow
enough for light to reach the plants.
The coral polyps, and the plants within them, help
each other. The polyps provide wastes that the plants use
to grow. The plants make oxygen and food for the polyps.
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6 Plants help build coral reefs
The single-celled plants living within coral polyps are
necessary for these corals to build reefs. But calcareous
(cal-ker'-ius) plants also help with reef formation.
Calcareous plants have hard skeletons of calcium
carbonate. Some form pink and red crusts, others look like
tiny branching corals or strings of bright green plates.
Together with crumbled shells from reef animals like crabs,
snails, and urchins, their skeletons create sediments which
fill in the cracks and holes between corals. Some
calcareous plants form living crusts around the base of
corals or across wave-pounded coral rock, helping to
protect the corals from erosion. Others grow among loose
coral rubble and cement it together. Like mortar between
bricks, their skeletons help turn loose coral rock into solid
reef. Not all plants help build the reef. Many plants have
no hard skeleton. They provide food and shelter for reef
animals and are classified by color: green, red and brown.
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7 What are soft corals?
Some kinds of coral polyps build flexible skeletons. Their
colonies are branched like bushes and sway with the
currents. We call these 'soft corals' . Soft corals have
names that describe how they look, like 'sea plume', 'sea
whip', and 'sea fan'. They come in shades of purple, tan,
pink and brown. People often mistake their bushy shapes
for plants. But if we look closely we can see the tiny polyp
animals reaching out their tentacles to capture food as it
drifts by. Unlike most hard corals which feed only at night,
soft corals also feed during the day.
If we look among the branches of soft corals we will
see other animals living there. Animals like the winged
pearl oyster grow attached to their fronds; the flamingo
tongue snail feeds on the soft polyps.

16

8 Reef members:
attached animals
Many animals besides soft corals live attached to the reef
surface. Since they cannot move freely to seek food, most
capture food from the surrounding water. Like corals, sea
anemones and hydroids use tentacles with stinging cells
to capture food. Tube worms rely on tentacles with fine
hairs or mucus. Sponges and tunicates pump sea-water
through their bodies, trapping food as it passes through.
Sea anemones look similar to large coral polyps but
have no skeleton. They attach to hard surfaces by a
suction pad at the base of their fleshy body stalk.
Hydroids form branching colonies of polyps. Feather
hydroids look like small ferns. Stinging fire coral is not a
true coral but a hydroid colony.
Sponges come in all shapes and colors. Their porous
bodies are homes for many small fish, worms, shrimps,
and crabs. Tunicates live alone or in colonies. Their sackshaped bodies, covered by tough skin, have two openings
at the top. Tube worms remain hidden except for their
tentacle-covered heads. When startled, the bright plumed
heads of the Christmas tree and feather duster worms
vanish instantly.
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9 Reef members:
creepers and crawlers
Most of the reef's crawling members rest hidden by day
and come out to feed at night.
The basket starfish looks like an ugly wad of twigs
caught on a branch of soft coral - until night when it
unfolds its long, lacy arms to catch plankton.
The hermit crab lives within an empty snail shell. As
the crab grows, it must find a larger empty shell to move
into. By day the resting crab withdraws and its shell looks
empty.
The file shell lives in a crevice, but if disturbed it
moves quickly away by clapping its two shells together.
The bristle worm is active both day and night. This
hungry predator crawls across the coral, feeding on live
polyps. The heart urchin lies buried in the sand by day. At
night it surfaces to feed on debris trapped among the sand
grains. The long-spined sea urchin is easily seen by day,
but leaves the reef at night to graze on sea-grass and other
plants. The zone of clean sand which separates most coral
reefs from sea-grassbeds is caused by feeding long-spined
urchins.
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10 Reef members:
the swimmers
Coral reef fish vary widely in shape, color, size and
behavior. Some move long distances while others stay
within a limited reef area, or even a single clump of coral.
A school of jacks pass overhead. These strong
swimmers do not stay on the reef but come to feed on
small fish and plankton .
A pair of butterflyfish, by contrast, often remain for
life near a single coral clump.
A scorpionfish looks like the rock on which it rests. It
sits motionless, waiting to catch small fish that swim near.
A school of goatfish swim close to the bottom where
they run their barbels through the sand in search of food.
A nurse shark rests in a coral cave after its lobster
dinner. Barbels on the shark's mouth help it locate
shellfish food.
Above the shark, a school of sweepers wait until night
when they will rise above the reef to feed on plankton.
A young jack-knife-fish waits until night when it will
feed along the bottom.
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11 Symbiosis:
close reef relationships
Although every reef organism depends upon other reef
organisms in some way for food or shelter, many reef
animals have developed very close relationships. These
relationships are called 'symbiosis', meaning 'living
together'. Some symbiosis benefits both partners: reef
building corals and the plants that live within them are so
dependent upon each other that neither survives well
without the other.
The red snapping shrimp lives only among the
tentacles of the banded anemone. Both gain protection:
the shrimp defends the anemone against its enemies, and
the anemone's stinging tentacles protect the shrimp.
Certain shrimps and small fish perform a cleaning
service for large fish by picking off parasites and dead
skin. A sharknose goby can clean parasites from a green
moray's mouth without fear of being eaten.
But some parasites are too large to be removed. A
large isopod clings between the eyes of a banded
butterflyfish and sucks its body fluid. This partnership is
definitely one-sided.
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12 Curious life-styles:
sex changes
Some sea creatures change from one sex to the other as
they grow, or exist as both male and female
simultaneously.
Like most fish, wrasses and parrotfishes are born
either male or female. They grow to adulthood and spawn
in schools. Then something unusual happens. Some adult
females grow larger than the other adults and develop new
color patterns; they also change sex, becoming males.
These 'terminal males' no longer spawn in groups, but
choose a single female to mate with.
Members of the grouper family also change sex as
they grow older. Generally, young groupers are female and
change to male as they age.
Sea slugs, like many snails, are both sexes at once,
meaning they carry both eggs and sperm. When a pair
mates, each uses its sperm to fertilize the other's eggs.
Although seahorses do not change sex, the traditional
sex roles are reversed. The male seahorse has a pouch.
During mating, the female seahorse deposits her eggs
inside the male's pouch. The eggs develop within the
pouch until, in due time, the males gives birth to tiny
seahorse babies.

26
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13 Fish communication
Reef fish use a variety of visual signals to communicate. A
juvenile trench angelfish darts and waggles its body to
signal that it is available to perform cleaning service. A
queen parrotfish and a bar jack approach. The parrotfish
signals that it is ready to be cleaned by waiting in a 'head
up' position. It sits motionless as the angelfish swims over
its body, picking parasites. The jack signals that it is ready
to be cleaned by turning from its usual silver color to dark
grey. As soon as the cleaning is over, it becomes silver
again and swims off.
Barracudas also turn from silver to dark grey, but this
color change is a sign of aggression. When a barracuda's
face turns soot-grey and its back arches, it is like a dog
growling - it may be defending its territory. If the intruder
remains, the barracuda may snap its jaws, wag its head
and rush at the intruder. The message is clear: retreat or
else!
Many reef fish change color at night and during the
breeding season. The yellowish body of a male sergeant
major turns a drab bluish color as he guards a cluster of
his mate's purple eggs.
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14 A visit to the reef
The sun's rays shine down through the clear blue water.
Sparkling reflections dance across the smooth coral heads.
Above the reef, bright blue chromis and striped sergeant
majors feed on tiny floating plants and animals called
'plankton'. To us, plankton looks like floating specks in the
water. But plankton is important food for the coral reef.
Corals, tube worms, sponges, tunicates, and many small
fish eat plankton.
Schools of snappers and grunts drift in and out of
coral crevices. They hide in the shadows as a barracuda
glides near. Suddenly, the barracuda streaks past like a
long silver bullet. He has swallowed a small yellow grunt.
Perhaps the grunt was sick and too slow to escape.
Barracudas are important to the reef. By catching sick and
old fish, they keep the population healthy.

30

15 The reef by day
Two butterfly fish nibble a colony of sponges. Nearby, a
grouper pauses as a cleaner shrimp removes parasites
from its body. The grouper might eat other shrimp, but it
does not harm the cleaner shrimp. The shrimp is helping
the grouper by removing pests, and the grouper is giving
the shrimp a meal. Many small reef fish also perform
'cleaning services' for larger fish. It is one of the many
close relationships among reef creatures.
A parrotfish makes scraping sounds as it bites chunks
of dead coral. The coral is covered with a green film of
seaweed, or 'algae' (al'jy). The parrotfish digests the algae
and passes out the dead coral skeleton as sand. It swims
on as a school of blue tangs glides past. Tangs also feed
on algae. Their grazing helps keep fast-growing plants from
covering the reef.
The grouper and the parrotfish share an unusual way
of life. They, like some other reef animals, change sex as
they grow older.
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16 The reef at night
The stony corals now look soft and fuzzy as the many
polyps spread their tentacles to catch food . A brittle
starfish slithers on slender arms from its hiding place
inside a sponge. Spiny lobsters leave their lairs to hunt
clams, snails and worms. The giant spider crab crawls out
of its den to feed on algae.
Fish that have been hiding in shadowy caves all day
come out to feed. Small red cardinal fish eat plankton.
Grunts travel to the grass beds to look for food. Now they
are safe from the barracuda because he cannot hunt in the
dark.
Many reef fish sleep at night. Some wedge themselves
comfortably in small cracks so the current will not move
them while they sleep. The parrotfish blows a snug cocoon
of mucus to sleep in.
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17 The coral reef is a living
system
Our visit to the coral reef has taught. us many things. Every
plant and animal on the reef has its own special place.
Some animals are active by day; others by night. Each has
its own living space. Each eats certain kinds of food, and
each is also a source of food for others. Some animals
create homes for others to live in. Many have close
relationships where each provides something the other
needs.
The coral reef is a balanced system where all things
have their special place and function. In a system, all
things are related. All the plants and animals of the reef
depend on each other.
Our whole earth is a system too. Does this mean coral
reefs are important to us, even if we don't live there? YES.
Let's find out how.
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18 How are coral reefs important?
- Many of the fish we eat rely on the coral reef in some
way: for food, shelter, a breeding ground, or a nursery area
for their babies. Snappers, groupers, and the spiny lobster
are three important food animals that live on the reef.
- Coral reefs act as barriers which protect our beaches.
Strong ocean waves break on the reefs before they reach
shore. This helps keep our shoreline from being washed
away and creates safe anchorages for our boats.
- Coral reefs are an important source of sand for our
beaches. The whitest sands are found in coral reef areas.
- The reef .i s a source of medicines. Several important
drugs come from soft corals that live on the reef.
- Visitors come from around the world to see coral reefs.
Providing services for these tourists creates jobs for many
people.
- Coral reefs are places of beauty and wonder. This alone
makes them important.
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19 Reefs depend on their
surroundings
Coral reef systems cannot exist by themselves. They
depend upon warmth and light from the sun. They need a
constant supply of fresh, clear sea-water from the
surrounding ocean. Some reefs need the help of nearby
mangrove forests. The mangrove roots keep seawater clear
by trapping soil found in muddy, rain and river waters.
Many reef animals depend on the mangroves and seagrass
beds for food and as nurseries for their young.
Because the coral reef depends on its surroundings,
changes in the nearby environment will also affect the reef.
Because the reef is a living system, damage to one part
will hurt the rest. This means coral reefs can be damaged
easily. And since corals grow so slowly, the damage is not
easily repaired.
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20 How are coral reefs damaged?
-

Heavy storms smash and overturn corals.

-

People use explosives to blast channels and catch fish.

-

People collect chunks of coral to sell to tourists.

-

People who grab or stand on coral kill the soft polyps.

- Catching too many fish unbalances the coral reef
system.
- Some divers use bleach to catch lobsters. Bleach also
kills corals and other reef animals.
-

Carelessly placed boat anchors can smash corals.

- Many coral reefs have been killed by shoreline
development. Land clearing, building construction and
dredging harbors all put silt into the water. Silt smothers
corals.
-

Pollution from sewage, chemicals and oil kills reefs.

Damage from storms cannot be helped. But damage by
people can usually be avoided.
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21 Can a damaged reef recover?
Certain snails, worms and fish eat coral polyps. They
create small dead spots on the living coral surface. On a
healthy reef this is not a problem. The surrounding polyps
can spread over these small spots and repair the damage.
But large spots of dead coral cannot be repaired because
the polyps grow more slowly than other creatures.
Algae and sponges settle on bare, hard surfaces and
grow rapidly. They quickly cover the area and prevent new
polyps from settling. Many boring animals also settle on
these dead spots. Boring sponges, sea urchins, boring
clams, snails and worms scrape holes for their homes in
coral rock. These animals weaken the coral. Eventually it
will crumble. If corals are weakened by silt or pollution,
they may never grow back. A damaged reef may take 20 or
50 years to recover.
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22 The future of our reefs
People are learning how easily coral reefs can be damaged
and how difficult it is for damaged reefs to recover. We
recognize the importance of our coral reefs and are
learning how to protect them. Many countries have
established marine parks and reserves to protect certain
reefs and the animals that breed and live there. Visitors to
these parks can enjoy the beauty of the reef. They may
'Look But Not Take'. Scientists can also protect reefs. By
studying the ocean currents they can predict which reefs
will be harmed by shoreline development before the
damage is done.
We can help protect reefs too:
- by not handling or picking corals.
- by obeying our fishery regulations.
- by teaching others what we have learned about reefs.
The coral reef is a place of wonder and importance. Let's
keep our coral reefs healthy - for their sake and for ours.
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23 Identification guide to illustrations
page: common name:
1
fire coral
yellowtail damselfish, juv.
spotted cleaner shrimp
giant sea anemone

5

scientific name:
Millepora complanata
Microspathodon chrysurus
Periclimenes yucatanicus
Condylactis gigantea

blue chromis
creole wrasse
squirrel fish
long-spined sea urchin
feather star (crinoid)
yellow candle sponge
rock beauty
trumpetfish
large star coral
soft coral

Chromis cyaneus
Clepticus parrai
Holocentrus rufus
Diadema antillarum
Nemaster rubiginosa
Verongia fistularis
Ho/acanthus tricolor
Aulostomus maculatus
Montastria cavernosa
Plexaura homomalla

pillar coral
elk-horn coral
brain coral

Dendrogyra cylindricus
Acropora palmata
Diploria strigosa

club urchin
princess parrotfish, juv.
marbled chiton
limpet

Eucidaris tribuloides
Scarus taeniopterus
Chiton marmoratus
Hemitoma octoradiata

plants (brown alga)
(red coralline alga)
(green calcareous alga)
(brown alga)
blue chromis
blue angelfish
fairy basslet

Lobophora sp.
Galaxaurus sp.
Halimeda sp.
Stypopodium sp.
Chromis cyaneus
Holocanthus bermudensis
Gramma Joreto

17

trench angelfish
sea fan
sea feather
bushy soft coral
Atlantic wing oyster
flamingo tongue

Pomacanthus paru
Gorgonia ventalina
Pseudopterogorgia sp.
Plexaura flexuosa
Pteria colymbus
Cyphoma gibbosum

19

fire coral
feather hydroid
painted tunicate
Christmas tree worm
feather duster worm
giant sea anemone
iridescent tube sponge
finger sponge

Millepora alcicornis
Halocordyle distichia
Clovelina picta
Spirobranchus giganteus
Sabella sp.
Condylactis gigantea
Spinosella p/icifera
Haliclona hogarthi

heart urchin
long-spined sea urchin
basket starfish
hermit crab
rough file shell
bristle worm

Meoma ventricosa
Diadema antillarum
Astrophyton muricatum
Dardanus venosus
Lima scabra
Hermodice carunculata

bar jack
foureye butterflyfish
scorpionfish
yellow goatfish
shortfin sweepers
nurse shark

Caranx ruber
Chaetodon capistratus
Scorpaena sp.
Mulloidichthys martinicus
Pempheris poeyi
Ginglymostoma cirratum

banded butterflyfish
parasitic isopod
green moray
sharknose goby
banded anemone
red snapping shrimp

Chaetodon striatus
Anilocra sp.
Gymnothorax moringa
Gobiosoma evelynae
Bartholomea annulata
Alpheus armatus

7
11

15

21

23

25

48

page: common name:
scientific name:
bluehead wrasse
(adult and terminal male) Thalassoma bifasciatum
seahorse
Hippocampus sp.
Nassau grouper
Epinephelus striatus
queen parrotfish
(adult and terminal male) Scarus vetula
sea hare
Aplysia dactylomela
Laurencia sp.
plant (red alga)

27

29

great barracuda
sergeant major
queen parrotfish
trench angelfish , juv.
bar jack

Sphyraena barracuda
Abudefduf saxatilis
Scarus vetula
Pomacanthus paru
Caranx ruber

31

sergeant major
blue chromis
great barracuda
trench grunt
schoolmast snapper

Abudefduf saxatilis
Chromis cyaneus
Sphyraena barracuda
Haemulon flavolineatum
Lutjanus apodus

33

stoplight parrotfish
blue tang
spotfin butterflyfish
lavender tube sponge
feather-duster worms
Nassau grouper
banded coral shrimp

Sparisoma viride
Acanthurus coeruleus
Chaetodon ocellatus
Spinosella vagina/is
Sabella sp.
Epinephelus striatus
Stenopus hispidus

35

flamefish
barred cardinalfish
Christmas tree worm
spiny lobster
queen parrotfish
giant spider crab
brittlestar
red finger sponge

Apogon maculatus
Apogon binotatus
Spirobranchus giganteus
Panulirus argus
Scarus vetula
Mithrax spinosissimus
Ophiothrix suensoni
Haliclona rubens

41

red mangrove tree
turtle grass
queen conch
trench angelfish, juv.
finger coral

Rhizophora mangle
Thalassia testudinum
Strombus gigas
Pomacanthus paru
Porites furcata

45

red boring sponge
plant (green alga)
plant (brown alga)
green bubble alga
boring rock urchin
mahogany date mussel
sipunculid worm
segmented worm
banded snapping shrimp

Cliona delitrix
Caulerpa racemosa
Dictyota sp.
Valonia ventricosa
Echinometra lucunter
Lithophaga bisulcata
Golfingia sp.
(po/ychaete)
Alpheus armillatus

47

sharpnose puffer
porkfish

Canthigaster rostrata
Anisotremus virginicus

Designed by Barbara Holdridge
Composed in Times Roman by Brown Composition, Inc.,
Baltimore, Maryland
Printed on 75-pound Williamsburg Offset paper and bound
by BookCrafters, Inc., Fredericksburg, Virginia
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NATURENCYCLOPEDIA SERIES
Anatomically correct drawings of mammals, birds, fish and reptiles, as well as botanically correct trees,
shrubs, vines, flowers, coral reefs, shells and more. Each book includes detailed data on its subjects not only
as to their coloring, habits, and companions but, in a measure, their environmental relationship.
Conservation issues are touched upon.
The AnimAlphabet Encyclopedia

97-6

$7.95

The BirdAlphabet Encyclopedia

137-8

6.95

The Coral Reef Coloring Book

090-8

7.95

Dinosaurs from A-Z

095-9

5.95

The ForestAlphabet Encyclopedia

155-6

7.95

The Hawaiian Coral Reef Book

122-X

7.95

The InsectAlphabet Encyclopedia

13423

6.95

Polar Seas Encyclopedia

120-3

$6.95

The Rainforest Encyclopedia

142-4

6.95

The ReptAlphabet Encyclopedia

045-2

7.95

The SeAlphabet Encyclopedia .

016-9

6.95

Shells of North America Shores

097-5

7.95

080

5.95

Wildflowers of the South

Each 8- 1/2 by 11 inches, paperbound, with full-colored covers and black and white designs.
Available at your local dealer or send order with check or money order
(including USO $3.95 for postage, plus USO $1.00 for each additional book) to Department ADP.
All prices subject to change without notice.

A Birch Tree Press Imprint

A Nature Lover's Book of Quotations
COMPILED AND EDITED

by Tom Crider
WOOD ENGRAVINGS BY

Thomas W. Nason
300x, hardcover, USD $21.95

$7.95

THE CORAL REEF COLORING BOOK
by Katherine Orr

HJGHER IN
CANADA

The whole story of coral reefs is told in this delightful book that allows a child
to explore the wonderful underwater world of corals. Pages of descriptive text
and drawings reveal how corals grow and form a reef, the reef members, their
curious lifestyles, the reef as a living system, visits to the coral reefs by day and
by night, and their importance in world ecology systems.
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